Fee Structure for Mobile Equipment Identifier (MEID) Manufacturer’s ID Code Assignments

*TIA MEID Administrator (see below) is the ONLY Global Administrator for MEID Code Assignments*

**Singlemode Hexadecimal (base 16) MEID**

Each singlemode segmented hexadecimal (base 16) MEID Manufacturer’s ID Code block assigned is capable of producing 1,048,576 units [“A1” block] or 65,536 units [“A2” block]. It may be used for one or multiple models [without limitation] based on manufacturer and operator requirements.

- The administrative fee for each “A1” singlemode segmented block of 1,048,576 is $5300 USD.
- The administrative fee for each “A2” singlemode segmented block of 65,536 is $600 USD.
- The administrative fee for each singlemode test block of 2,048 units [for testing use only] is $150 USD.

For larger manufacturers, there is also an “A0” singlemode FULL hexadecimal (base 16) MEID Manufacturer’s ID Code block assigned capable of producing 16,777,216 units [= 16 x 1,048,576]. It may also be used for one or multiple models based on manufacturer and operator requirements.

- The administrative fee for each “A0” FULL singlemode block [16,777,216] is $84600 USD.

**Multimode Decimal (base 10) MEID**

Each multimode IMEI/MEID decimal (base 10) MEID Manufacturer’s ID Code block assigned is capable of producing 1,000,000 units for CDMA – GSM – W-CDMA – TD-SCDMA – LTE – 5G use.

From mid-May 2015, the global IMEI database can only accept only one (1) Model Name per block of 1,000,000. Each unique Model Name requires a separate IMEI/MEID Manufacturer’s ID Code block to ensure proper global interoperability.

- The administrative fee for each “99” multimode block of 1,000,000 is $2499 USD.
- The administrative fee for each multimode test block of 2,000 units [for testing use only] is $150 USD.

**Payment Information**

Bank wire transfer information is included on the invoice. The amount received by TIA should be exactly the same as TIA invoice amount [net of bank wire fees].

The MEID is considered a global public resource [rather than a commodity or component part]; therefore, TIA does not assess tax in US or add any tax to the MEID invoice.

Wire transfer payment is preferred, but bank card payment can be arranged upon request for a particular circumstance. Please contact TIA MEID Administrator [John Derr - jderr@tiaonline.org +1 202 361 7727; Cathy Wang - ywang@tiaonline.org +86 18818399470] to confirm detail.
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